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Filling gaps in our understanding of gaps
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� Can there be purely local functionals with a derivative discontinuity?

�What is the effect of self-interaction on Mott gaps and band gaps?

� How about spin gaps? Are they similar to charge gaps? Are there spin discontinuities?

� Brief review of some basic terminology and concepts



Excitation gap vs. fundamental gap

Excitation gap: Eexc - E Fundamental gap:I-A

These gaps are the same for noninteracting particles, but
NOT for interacting particles
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KS single-particle gap

The KS gap is not an excitation gap and neither the fundamental gap,
but a zero-order approximation to both
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Idealized limits:
KS gap: band insulator
Discontinuity: Mott insulator (not in LDA/GGA)
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� Can there be purely local functionals with a derivative discontinuity?

�What is the effect of self-interaction on Mott gaps and band gaps?

� How about spin gaps? Are they similar to charge gaps? Are there spin discontinuities?

To answer first two questions: use theoretical laboratory
Hubbard model
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Standard  1D 
Hubbard model

Inhomogeneous 1D 
Hubbard model
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parametrization of XC energy

not: LDA+U, rather: U+LDA
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Proof: derivative discontinuity of DFT = Mott gap
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Yes, but our example is a model Hamiltonian with a gap in its spatially homog. phase

�What is the effect of self-interaction on Mott gaps and band gaps? 

� How about spin gaps? Are they similar to charge gaps? Are there spin discontinuities?

� Can there be purely local functionals with a derivative discontinuity?
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average error
in total energy:

LDA vs. PZ-SIC

average error
in fund. gap:

LDA vs. PZ-SIC
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Yes, but our example is a model Hamiltonian with a gap in its spatially homog. phase

�What is the effect of the (PZ) self-interaction on Mott gaps and band gaps? 

� How about spin gaps? Are they similar to charge gaps? Are there spin discontinuities?

� Can there be purely local functionals with a derivative discontinuity?

� improves LDA total energies, but only for strong interactions,
� improves band gaps, but only if spin-symmetry is allowed to break
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�How shall we define spin gaps in DFT?
� Are there spin deriative discontinuities?

Spintronics aims at controlling spin degrees of freedom
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Formal introduction
of �discontinuity�

�But is this a true derivative discontinuity? 
�Is it nonzero?
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negative
�discontinuity��
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But which ensemble should we use ?

Not: Perdew, Parr, Levy,  Balduz, (PPLB) ensemble of fractional particle numbers

But: Oliveira-Gross-Kohn ensemble of excited states 

Not: Yang ensemble of fractional spins
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The difference between KS spin gaps
and many-body spin gaps

is a derivative discontinuity

But this is not a practical
expression for calculating it
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Yes, but our example is a model Hamiltonian with a gap in its spatially homog. phase

�What is the effect of the (PZ) self-interaction on Mott gaps and band gaps? 

� How about spin gaps? Are they similar to charge gaps? Are there spin discontinuities?

Similar: * can define KS and many-body spin gaps, and related quantities
* there are spin discontinuities

Different: * spin gaps are excitation energies
* spin discontinuities may be negative (KS spin gap > many-body spin gap)

� Can there be purely local functionals with a derivative discontinuity?

� improves LDA total energies, but only for strong interactions,
� improves band gaps, but only if spin-symmetry is allowed to break


